1.
Introduction. An almost tangent manifold is a smooth (differentiable of class C 00 ) manifold M 2n for which the structure group of its tangent bundle τ(M) reduces to the group of matrices of the form (# °), A e GL n (R), B G End(iΓ). The study of these manifolds is motivated by the observation that tangent manifolds have this property, i.e., if N n is a smooth manifold and E 2n is the total space of τ (N) , then E 2n (a tangent manifold) is an almost tangent manifold.
Note that if M 2 " is almost tangent, then the matrix where I n is the n X n identity matrix, induces a bundle endomorphism /: τ(M) -» τ(Af) having constant rank n and satisfying J 2 -0. As / has constant rank, τ(Af) is isomorphic to the Whitney sum im / Θ ker/, and im/ = ker/, so one has τ(M)=2(im/). Thus M 2n has an almost complex structure and, for M 2n closed, one is led to the well-known result that M is cobordant to a square N n X N n . In particular, the cobordism class of M is decomposable in 9? 2π , the unoriented cobordism group.
In [4] Epiopoulous defines an almost tangent structure of order r on a smooth manifold M n to be a bundle endomorphism /: τ(M) -> τ(M) of constant rank which satisfies J r ¥=0 and J r+X =0 (thus, an almost tangent manifold has an almost tangent structure of order 1). Motivated by the splitting property enjoyed by almost tangent manifolds, one says that an almost tangent structure of order r, /, on M n is strong and of type k provided J r \ τ(M) -» τ(M) has constant rank k. 
The extreme case of a strong almost tangent structure on M n , n>2, is a structure of order (n -1) and type 1, i.e., τ (M n 
Since all Stiefel-Whitney numbers of M are multiples of a n [M] = 0, it follows that M n bounds. The converse of this result is false, for in [6] Rosendo and Gadea show that for n φ 3 or 7, the sphere S n does not admit an almost tangent structure of order (n -1). However, if M n bounds, then M is cobordant to an w-fold product of circles which has tangent bundle isomorphic to an «-fold Whitney sum of trivial line bundles. Thus, one has PROPOSITION 2.2. A class a E $#", n > 2, is represented by a manifold with a strong almost tangent structure of order (n -1) and type 1 iff a -0. and since w^ξ) = w l9 it follows that w(ξ ® τ(M)) = 1, so ξ ® τ(Af) is a Spin 3 bundle, and there is a lift:
I-
Since HP(oo) is 3-connected, / is null homotopic, so ξ ® r(M) is trivial. Therefore,
(1) Clark and Goel [2] prove this for M 3 = S 3 . (2) This is a modification of the well-known argument that an orientable 3-manifold is parallelizable.
Fix integers r > 2, k > 1, and, for n>rk, define A n (r, k) to be the subset of classes in ^l n represented by manifolds having strong almost tangent structures of order (r -1) and type k. In terms of 1.1,
It is easily seen that Λ w (r 5 k) is a subgroup of 9Ϊ Π , and if yl(r, A:) is the weak direct sum Σ π > rΛ i4 n (r, A), then it also follows that ^4(r, A:) is an algebra ideal of 31*. Most of this paper is devoted to the study of the ideals A(r, 1). For convenience, we will write A(r) for A(r, 1).
The ideals A(r).
In this section some indecomposable classes of A(r) are exhibited. Recall the manifolds RP(n v . .. 9 n t ) as defined in [7] , RP{n λ ,...,n t )
is the real projective space bundle of λ, θ θλ, -* RP{n λ ) X XRP(n t ) 9 where λ z is the pullback of the canonical line bundle over the ith factor, and has dimension n ι + ---+n t + t -1. In [7] Stong proves that for t > 1, RP(n l9 ... 9 n t ) is indecomposable iff is odd.
+ n t + t-2
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ROBERT GOGGINS THEOREM 3.1. There exist indecomposable classes a n E A n (r) for:
/. The indecomposability of the classes to be defined follows from the above remark. For RP(n l9 ...,n t ), let p be the projection RP(n χy ... ,n t ) -> RP(n x ) X XRP(n t ) 9 -2,\ 9 O 9 ... 9 O) with (2^ -1) zeros. This manifold has r isomoφhic to (2 P+X q -l)p*λ x θ μ 2/> . D The question as to whether these are the largest values of r for which there is an indecomposable a n E A n (r) is answered partially by
(1) This theorem generalizes 2.2 in dimensions ^ 0 mod 4.
(2) The result shows that the results of 3.1(a)-(c) are best possible. In fact, stronger results are obtained. Namely, the values of r in 3.1(a)-(c) are the largest for which there is a nonzero a n E A n (r) . ( 
(M)[M] =0 ifω
Stong shows in [10] that if M n is a Yoshida manifold, and n is not a power of 2, then M n bounds. Therefore, all numbers involving a 4 vanish, so w(M) is equivalent in numbers to 1 + w x + w 2 , i.e., M is a Yoshida manifold, and for k > 1, 4k + 2 cannot be a power of 2. Thus, M bounds, so the remaining numbers w ω (M) [M] 
Proof of 3.2(b). Let
and P
= RP(λ@ l)^RP(l).
(/is the identity on the first factor, and on P 8 X P 4 X P 2 ,/is the map which classifies the tensor product of the bundles along the fibers -> i?P (14)). By Proposition 2.4 of [7] , M 23 = /*{i?P(7,14,0)} is indecomposable. Moreover, M 23 fibers over i?P(7) X ΛP(7) X RP(3) X i?P(l), so τ(M) has 18 linearly independent sections. Therefore, τ(M) s 18 θη 5 . Since this construction uses the fact that τ(RP(m)) is trivial for m = 1, 3 and 7, it cannot be generalized to produce similar examples in other dimensions. Nonbounding examples (which are decomposable) are easily constructed in dimensions Ak + 3, k > 1, by taking a product of a nonbounding P 5 with RP(4k -2). The product then has T isomorphic to (4& -l)λ ] θ 7j 4 (r(P 5 ) has a section). It will be shown momentarily that this result is best possible.
This discussion raises two questions: (1) Are there other examples of indecomposables in A n {r) with n = 2^(2^ + 1) -1 and r > 2 p+λ q -1? (2) What is the largest value of r for which there exist indecomposables in A n (r) 9 , then M bounds. [N] , By Proposition 5 of [9] , N is cobordant to a Dold manifold P(2 r -1,2 S+X -2), 0 < r < s. Then 4k -3 = Ύ -1 + 2 5+2 -4, so r = 1 and 4k + 3 = 2 5+2 + 3 with iV 2 ' +2 " A{r,k) ,k> 1. Here the case k > 1 is treated briefly; results are not as extensive as those of §3. By 3.1, one has COROLLARY 4.1. Let k > 1. There exist indecomposables a n E A n (r, k) for.
The ideals
. provided that r >2 in each case ([x] is the greatest integer < x).
There is a subalgebra £ = Σ^> 0 ^2/t of ^*> where £ 2Λ is the subset of classes of 3l 2k9 represented by weakly almost complex manifolds for which all Chern numbers divisible by an odd-dimensional Chern class are zero. Floyd [5] showed there are generators x i9 i > 1, / φ 2* -1, of 9?* such that •
